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SOLUBILITY OF FINITE GROUPS ADMITTING A
FIXED-POINT-FREE AUTOMORPHISM OF

ORDER rst I

PETER ROWLEY

The 'fixed-point-free automorphism conjecture' asserts
that if a finite group G admits a fixed-point-free automor-
phism group A (and, if A is noncyclic, further suppose that
(|G|, I A\) = 1), then G is soluble. This paper is the first in
a four part series, which considers the above conjecture
when A is cyclic of order rst where r, s and t are distinct
prime numbers.

1* Introduction* Suppose G is a finite group. For A a sub-
group of the automorphism group of G we say that A acts fixed-
point-freely upon G if and only if CG(A) = {g eG\a(g) = g, VaeA} = {1}.
When A = (a) is cyclic we sometimes say a acts fixed-point-freely
upon G.

Let r, s and t denote distinct prime numbers. The main result
to be proved here is

THEOREM 1.1. A finite group which admits a coprime fixed-
point-free automorphism of order rst is soluble.

In [15] the above result is obtained with the additional assump-
tion that rst is a non-Permat number (for the definition of a non-
Fermat number see § 4). The main result of [15] has been further
extended in [17] where the 'fixed-point-free automorphism conjecture'
is established for automorphisms whose order is a non-Fermat square-
free number. The 'fixed-point-free automorphism conjecture' asserts
the following.

If a finite group G admits a fixed-point-free automorphism group
A (and, if A is noncyclic, further suppose that (\G\, |A|) = 1), then
G is soluble.

References for other works which contribute to the solution of
this problem may be found in [13] and [16].

We now review the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.1. A
substantial part of our arguments will be in the context of a minimal
situation. So let the pair ((•?, <α» be a counterexample to Theorem
1.1 chosen so that |G| + |<α>| is minimal. Lemma 3.13 demonstrates,
in such a group, the existence of certain α-invariant nilpotent Hall
subgroups. Let L and M denote (respectively) α-invariant nilpotent
Hall λ- and ^-subgroups of G. By (2.22) the number of maximal
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α-invariant {λ U ^-subgroups of G is at most two. Making use of
this fact, for various choices of L and M, we deduce the possible
consequences when L and M do not permute. Such deliberations are
sometimes referred to as 'local analysis'. The structural consequences
predicted by the local analysis must, in some way, be woven together
to present 'global' information about G. Frequently the transition
from local to global information in this type of problem is achieved
by factorizing G as the product of two proper α-invariant subgroups.
In [13] and [14] the local information obtained leads fairly naturally
to a 'useful' factorization. In proving Theorem 1.1 there arise many
more possible interactions globally (that is, the local deductions are
not as restrictive as in [13] and [14]). The diverse possibilities
(globally) force us to consider the interaction between more than
just a pair of α-invariant nilpotent Hall subgroups. We have termed
results dealing with such situations as 'linking theorems'. Valuable
contributions to the proofs of the linking theorems are made by
(2.6), (2.14), (2.26), the (so-called) triangle lemmas and Theorem 4.4.

Let P denote the (unique) α-invariant Sylow ^-subgroup of G.
We say P is of type Δ where Δ £ A = {1, 2, 3} according to the trivi-
ality or otherwise of CP(aj) for various j (a precise definition is
enunciated in § 3). Depending on whether Δ — A or Δ Φ A the 'nuts
and bolts' of the proofs of certain technical lemmas will differ. For
example, if we have two α-invariant Sylow subgroups of types (say)
Δ and Γ with Δ Φ A Φ Γ, then results such as (2.11) are available.
Whilst, if Δ = A = Γf then the two α-invariant Sylow subgroups will
have more interaction between their α-invariant subgroups (see for
instance Lemma 3.14), which, sometimes, may be exploited to advan-
tage. A further general point is that, unlike most current work
on nonsoluble finite groups, during the proof of Theorem 1.1 we
have few encounters with centralizers of involutions. However, a
fortuitous meeting in the proofs of Theorem 8.6 and Lemma 14.10
helps us out of a potential empasse.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be presented in four parts; our
section numbering will run through all the parts. The material
presented in Part I is of a more general nature and also covers much
of the groundwork for [17]. Section 2 establishes notation and
reviews results from other sources. In § 3 we introduce the concept
of the 'star-subgroup' and the 'type' of an α-invariant Sylow sub-
group. The star subgroup figures prominently in § 4 where we study
soluble groups which admit a fixed-point-free automorphism. Section
5 contains certain preliminary observations pertinent to the linking
theorems, and includes the 'triangle lemmas'. Some criteria for
normal ^-complements are noted in § 6. In § 7, contained in Part
II, we begin the proof of Theorem 1.1 in earnest; § 7 catalogues the
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local information relevant to Theorem 1.1. The remaining two sec-
tions of Part II are devoted to establishing various linking theorems.

The sequel to Part II is wholly concerned with showing that the
α-invariant Sylow subgroups of type A — {1, 2, 3} (in a minimum
counterexample) generate an α-in variant soluble subgroup. It is left
to Part IV to examine the various factorizations that arise and draw
together the threads of the proof, from which we infer that no
counterexample can exist.

During the course of this work I enjoyed the stimulating hos-
pitality of the Mathematics Institute at the University of Warwick.
Also, I would like to thank Dr. Trevor Hawkes for supplying the
example following Theorem 4.4, and Jenny, my wife, without whose
financial and moral support this work would never have seen the
light of day.

2* Assumed results and notation* The notation of [7] will be
adhered to as much as possible, and all groups considered in this
paper will be assumed to be finite.

The first result summarizes certain well-known properties ger-
mane to fixed-point-free automorphisms which will be used frequently.
When A is cyclic, (2.1)(i) is proved in Lemma 10.1.3 of [7] and, when
A is noncyclic, (2.1)(i) follows from Theorem 6.2.2 of [7]. For veri-
fication of the remainder of (2.1) see [(2.1); 16].

(2.1) Let G be a finite group admitting a fixed-point-free auto-
morphism group A (and if A is noncyclic also assume (|G|, \A\) = 1).
Then

( i ) If N is a normal A-invariant subgroup of G, then A acts
fixed-point-freely on G/N.

(ii) For each p e π(G) there exists a unique A-invariant Sylow
^-subgroup, P, of G and, moreover, P contains every A-invariant
p-subgroup of G;

(iii) If H is an A-invariant subgroup of G and P is the (unique)
A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G, then HΓ\P is the (unique) A-
invariant Sylow p-subgroup of H.

(iv) If G possesses an A-invariant Hall π-subgroup H, then H
contains all A-invariant π-subgroups of G. Also, if K is an A-
invariant subgroup of G, then KΓϊH is the A-invariant Hall ττ-sub-
group of K.

(v) If G is soluble, then, for each set π of primes, there exists
an A-invariant Hall 7r-subgroup of G which (by (iv)) is unique and
contains every A-invariant ττ-subgroup of G.

(2.2) Suppose G is a finite group admitting the automorphism
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a fixed-point-freely.
( i ) (Thompson [19]). If |<α>| is a prime, then G is nilpotent.
(i i) (Ralston [14]). If |<α>| — rs (where r and s are distinct

primes), then G is soluble.

Our next result is a compendium of results pertaining to coprime
operator groups.

(2.3) Let G be a finite group admitting A as a coprime operator
group.

( i ) G=CG(A)[G, A] where [G, A] = (g~1a(g)\geG, α e A > . More-
over, if G is abelian, then G = Cβ(A) x [G, A].

( ii ) [[G, A], A] = [G, A] is an A-invariant normal subgroup of
G.

( i i i ) If N is a normal A-invariant subgroup of G, then CG/N(A) —
(CG(A)N)/N.

( iv ) If A is an elementary abelian r-group (r a prime) of rank
2, then G = (CG(a)\aeA#>.

( v ) Suppose G is a nilpotent group with H a subgroup of G.
If CG(H)H^ CG(A), then G - CG(A).

( vi) If J5 ̂  A, then CG(B) and [G, £] are A-invariant.
(vii) If H is an A-invariant subgroup of G containing [G, A],

then [G, A] = [fl, A].
(viii) If H is an A-invariant subgroup of G, then GNam{A) ^

2SΓβ([jBΓ, A]).
( i x ) If G = i ϊ i f where i ϊ and K are A-invariant subgroups of

G with ϋΓ ̂  Cσ(A), then [G, A]^H (and so, by (vii), [G, A] = [H, A]).
( x ) If H^G with J Γ ^ Cβ(A), then [G, A] centralizes i ϊ .
( x i) Suppose G = JEZJSΓ where H and if are A-invariant sub-

groups of G. Assume H^G and ( | i ϊ | , |JBΓ|) = 1, and set π = π(jff).
If jff <̂  CG(A) and Cβ(A) has a normal π-complement, then [H, K] = 1.

(xii) If H ^ Cβ(A) - C, then 2Vβ(fΓ) = NC(H)CG(H).
(xiii) For each p e π(G) there exists at least one A-invariant

Sylow ^-subgroup and any two A-invariant Sylow p-subgroups of G
are conjugate by an element of CG(A). Also, every A-invariant p-
subgroup of G is contained in some A-invariant Sylow ^-subgroup
of G.

(xiv) Assume G is soluble and π is a set of primes. Then G
possesses at least one A-invariant Hall ττ-subgroup, any two Hall TΓ-
subgroups are conjugate by an element of CG(A) and every A-invariant
π-subgroup of G is contained in an A-invariant Hall τr-subgroup of
G.

(xv) Suppose that A = BC where B ^ A and C<3A, that
CG(A) = 1 and that G - CG(B)CG(C). Then G - CG(B) x Cβ(C).
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Proof. For parts (i)-(x) consult (2.6) of [16]; the proof of
[Theorem 5.2.3; 7] may be used to show that, in (i), the sum is
direct when G is abelian. Part (xi) follows by combining parts (i),
(ix), and (x), and part (xii) is given as Corollary 2 to Theorem 3 in
[5]. For part (xiii) see Theorem 6.2.2 of [7]; taking into account
[Theorem 6.4.1; 7] the proof of Theorem 6.2.2 of [7] also yields part
(xiv). Part (xv) may be verified as follows. From (vi), both CG{B)
and CG(C) are A-invariant and a double application of (ix) (with B and
C in place of A) yields that [G, B] <, CG{G) and that [G, C] ̂  Gβ(B).
Since CG(A) = 1, CG(B) Π GG{C) = 1 whence (using (i) for B and C),
CG(B) = [G, C] and CG(C) = [G, B]. Hence, as [G, B]^G and [G, C]^G,
the sum must be direct and (xv) follows.

The following two results describe solubility criteria. A proof
for (2.4), when A is cyclic, is given in [(2.12); 14]. However, the
proof also works for a noncyclic (coprime) automorphism group.

(2.4) Suppose G admits the automorphism group A ίixed-point-
freely (with (|G|, \A\) = 1 if A is noncyclic). Then G is soluble if
and only if for each pair of primes p, q e π(G) the corresponding A-
invariant Sylow p- and ̂ -subgroups of G permute.

(2.5) (Wielandt [p. 680, 9]). If G = HK where H and K are
nilpotent Hall subgroups of G, then G is soluble.

For P, a p-group, J(P) denotes the Thompson subgroup of P,
as defined in [p. 271; 7]. In establishing certain 'linking theorems'
the next theorem is of great help.

(2.6) Let G be a soluble group admitting A fixed-point-freely and
let P be the A-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G. If A is noncyclic
also assume that (|G|, | A\) = 1. Then G - OP,(G)NG(J(P))CG(Z(P)).

Proof. If G Φ OP,(G)NG(J(P))CG(Z(P)), then, from the main theo-
rem of [6],

p = 2 or 3

and there exists a (nontrivial) section H/K of G (where H and K
are A-invariant subgroups of G and K<2H) such that H/K is a
direct product of copies of SL (2, p).

Clearly H/K admits the action of A and, by (2.1)(i), 5the action
will be Jixed-point-free. Set H/K = H. Then 3 •=- H, x x Hn

where Hi = SL (2, p). Observe, since the orders of Z(SL (2, p)) and
SL (2, p)/SL (2, pY are coprime, that A will permute the Ht by the
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Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (see [Satz 12.3, p. 66; 9]).
Set B = NA(HJ. By (2.1)(ii), there exists an A-invariant Sylow

2-subgroup of H, say f. If p = 2, then | ΓlΊflil = 2 and so (when
p = 2) CfflCB) ^ 1. When p = 3, then |Z(Jffχ)| = 2 and so Cffl(5) ^ 1.
Hence

1 ψ ai(h) - - α*(Λ) e CSl(A) ,

where 1 Φ EeCπ^B) and alf , αfc is a left transversal to I? in A,
contrary to CS(A) = 1. Therefore G = OP,(G)NG(J(P))CG(Z(P)).

We also require a slight extension of (2.6); (2.12) of [16] furnishes
a proof for (2.7).

(2.7) Let G be a soluble group admitting a fixed-point-free
automorphism group A (with, if A is noncyclic, (|G|, |A|) = 1) and
assume that G possesses an ^.-invariant nilpotent Hall ^-subgroup,
N say. Then

G = <NG(J(P)), CG(Z(P))\peη, P e Sylp CΛQXV(G) .

The next result, (2.8), appears as Theorem 4.1 of [14] for the
case I (a) \ = rs (r and s distinct primes), but the proof is valid for
any a of square-free order; (2.9) may be established by a proof
analogous to the one given in [14] for Lemma 3.5 (and does not
require a to be of square-free order).

(2.8) (Ralston). Let G be a finite group admitting a fixed-point-
free automorphism a of square-free order, and let P denote the α-
invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G. If CP(aj) = 1 for all j , 1 ^ j <
|<α>|, then P is a direct summand of G.

(2.9) Suppose G is a soluble group admitting a fixed-point-f reely.
If R is an α-invariant p-subgroup of G (p a prime) such that CR(aj) = 1
for all j , l£j< |<α>|, then R ^ OP(G).

(2.10) Let G be a group admitting the coprime fixed-point-free
automorphism a of order rs (where r and s are distinct primes),
and set p = a8 and σ = ar. Let P denote the α-invariant Sylow p-
subgroup of G, p a prime. Then

( i ) G has Fitting length at most 2;
(ii) if P = CP(p)CP(σ), then G has a normal p-complement; and
(iii) if p Φ 2, then P = CP(p)CP(σ)Op(G).

Proof. ( i ) From (2.2)(ii) G is soluble and so, by the main
result of Berger [1], has Fitting length at most 2.
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(ii) The proof given for Lemma 3.2 of [14] suffices to establish
(ii), since the solubility of G removes the need to employ the Thompson
normal ^-complement theorem in that proof.

(iii) See Theorem 3.3(i) of Ralston [14].

We shall rely upon the ensuing four results frequently.

(2.11) (see (2.19) of [16]). Let G be a finite soluble group
admitting a coprime automorphism α of prime order. Suppose
G — MN^N, where M and N are α-invariant subgroup of G with
QM\, IJVΊ) = 1. If M centralizes CN(a), then [[M, α], N] = 1 unless
2 G π(M) and | <α> | is a Permat prime.

(2.12) (see (2.20) of [16]). Assume G, M, Amanda are as given
in (2.11). If M centralizes CN(a) and M is abelian, then [M, α] cen-
tralizes N.

(2.13) Let G be a soluble group admitting a coprime auto-
morphism α of prime order and let H be an α-invariant Hall π-
subgroup of G. For (i) and (ii) assume that 2 £ π(H) or | <α> | is a
non-Fermat prime. If CG(a) is a π-group, then

( i ) H - Oπ(G)CH(a);

(ii) G = Oπ>π>tπ(G) (that is, G has π'-length at most one); and
(iii) for / an α-invariant abelian π-group, / = Cj(a)(Jf)Oπ(G)).

Proof. ( i ) See (2.21) of [16].
(ii) By (2.3)(xiv) G will have an α-invariant Hall π'-subgroup,

call it K. Set G — G/Oπ(G), and use bars to denote images of sub-
groups of G in G. Using (i) and (2.3) (iii) gives H = Cn(a). By
hypothesis, K= [K, a] and so K^G (by (2.3)(ix)). This establishes
(ϋ).

(iii) Using (2.12) in the proof of [(2.21); 16] gives (iii).

(2.14) Let G be a soluble group which admits an automorphism
a of square-free order. Suppose G — JHζ^H, where J and H are
α-invariant subgroups of coprime order, H is nilpotent and J nor-
malizes an α-invariant subgroup, K, of H.

( i ) Suppose that | <α> ( is a prime number, CH(a) ^ K and
(|G|, |<α>|) = 1. Further, assume at least one of the following
holds: 2 0π(J); |<α>| is a non-Fermat prime; or J is abelian. Then
[[J, α], H]£K (or, equivalents, H = KCH{[J, a])).

(ii) If α acts fixed-point-freely upon J, (|H\, \ <α>|) = 1 and
CH(aj) ^ K for all j,l^3 <\ <«> I, then [J, H] ^ K (or, equivalents,
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Proof. Constructing a 'normalizer chain' between K and H (as
in, for example, (2.26) of [16]) and then using either (2.11) and (2.12)
(for part (i)) or (2.8) (for part (ii)) together with (2.3)(ii) yields (2.14).

In § 4 we shall have recourse to the following theorem.

(2.15) (see [Satz 17.13; 9]). Let P be an extra-special p-group
of order p2m+1 admitting a coprime cyclic automorphism group A
which centralizes Z{P) and acts regularly upon P/Z(P). Let G denote
the semi-direct product of P with A. Suppose G is faithfully and
irreducibly represented on the iΓ-vector space V, where K is an
algebraically closed field and (char if, \G\) = 1. If 1 denotes the
character of this representation of G on V and p the regular character
of A, then

where μ is some irreducible character of A and δ = + 1 or — 1.

(2.16) (see [(2.25); 16]). Let G be a soluble group admitting the
automorphism a fixed-point-freely. Suppose H is an α-invariant
nilpotent Hall π-subgroup of G which contains an α-invariant sub-
group J such that CH(J) ^ J. If, further, 2 g π, then every TΓ'-
subgroup of G which is normalized by J is contained in Oπr(G).

A further piece of notation is the following: if G is a group
which admits A as an operator group, then, for aeA, CG{a) will
frequently be denoted by Ga.

As intimated in the introduction, most of our subsequent argu-
ments will be in the context of certain 'minimal situations'. Accord-
ingly, we introduce the following hypotheses.

The pair (G, A) will be said to satisfy Hypothesis I if G is a
nonsoluble group admitting A as an automorphism group fixed-point-
freely and satisfying

( i ) if A is noncyclic, then (|G|, \A\) = 1;
(ii) all proper A-invariant subgroups of G are soluble;
(iii) G possesses no nontrivial proper A-invariant normal sub-

groups; and
(iv) if B is a proper subgroup of A and H is a i?-invariant

subgroup of G upon which B acts fixed-point-freely, then H is soluble.

The pair (G, A) will be said to satisfy Hypothesis II if
( i ) (6r, A) satisfies Hypothesis I with A cyclic of square-free

order.
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Finally, the pair (G, A) will be said to satisfy Hypothesis III if
it satisfies Hypothesis II and, additionally,

( i ) \A\ = rst (r, s and t being primes);
(ii) (|G|, |A|) = 1; and
(iii) \A\ is odd.

Part of the argument presented in the proof of [(2.28); 161
shows

(2.17) If G satisfies Hypothesis I, then G is a non-abelian simple
group.

REMARKS. ( i ) Part (iv) of Hypothesis I will be satisfied pro-
vided that the 'fixed-point-free automorphism conjecture' has been
verified for all B S A.

(ii) In Hypothesis III we note that part (iii) is a consequence
of part (ii) (of Hypothesis III), the nonsolubility of G and a theorem
due to Feit and Thompson [4].

As in [16], when (G, A) satisfies Hypothesis I and H is a proper
A-invariant subgroup of G, (H)π will denote the (unique) A-invariant
Hall TΓ-subgroup of H (which exists by (2.1)(v)), where π is a set of
primes.

For the remainder of this section we shall assume (G, A) to be
a pair which satisfies Hypothesis I. Additionally, we will suppose
(up to and including (2.23) that G possesses A-invariant nilpotent
Hall λ- and μ-subgroups denoted (respectively) by L and M. In such
a situation, ^(x, μ) is defined to be the set of all maximal A-
invariant {λ U ^-subgroups of G. The 'local analysis' of G is con-
cerned with the number of elements of ^#(λ, μ) and their group
theoretic structure. Clearly, (using (2.1)) |^C(λ, μ)\ = 1 if and only
if LM = ML. Because λ Γϊ μ Φ 0 forces LM = ML, we further sup-
pose, in the 'local analysis', that λΓiμ = 0 . Further details of the
methods adopted in this type of work may be found in § 2 of [16];
(note that using our (2.7) in place of [(2.12); 16] in § 2 of [16] removes
the need for coprimeness when A is cyclic).

The next three results are some of the tools used in the 'local
analysis' mentioned above.

(2.18) (Martineau [11]; see also [(2.10), 16]). Let
and let J be an A-invariant {λ U ^-subgroup of G. If Jf)Oλ(H)
1 ΦJΓιOμ(H), then J ^ H.
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(2.19) (Martineau [11] and Ralston [14]; see also [(2.11); 16]).
Suppose He^{X9μ) with Oμ(H) Φ 1 Φ Oλ(H) and suppose J is a
nontrivial A-invariant subgroup of F(H). Then (NG(J)){λ[Jμ} <; H.

Let X (respectively Y) denote the largest A-invariant subgroup
of L (respectively M) which permutes with M (respectively L).
Note that {LY, ikOΓ}£^(λ, μ).

(2.20) (Martineau [12] and Pettet [13]; see also [(2.18); 16]).
L = Oλ(LY)X and M = Oμ(MX)Y.

(2.21) ( i ) LYf)MX = XY.
(ii) 0,(17) = Oλ(LY)f]X and 0,(17) = Oμ(MX)ΠY.
(iii) I f Oμ{LY) Φ I Φ Oλ(MX), t h e n ML = LM.
(iv) If Oμ(L Y) Φ 1, then CM{ Y)^Y and, in particular, Z(M) ̂  Y.
(v) If 7 ^ L 7 , then either LM = ML or Γ = 1.
(vi) If L = XCL(Y) and ^ ( λ , / i ) = {L7, I I } , then either

LM - ML or Γ = 1.

Proofs. Proofs for (i), (ii) and (iii) are given in [(2.17); 16].
The remaining assertions are well known (and straightforward).
Part (iv) follows from the fact that (NG(Oμ(LY))){hMι) = LΓand parts
(v) and (vi) by using the nilpotence of M.

Concerning the number of elements possessed by ^C(λ, μ) we
have

(2.22) (Rowley [Lemma 3.3; 16]). If A is an abelian group of
square-free exponent and (|G|, \A\) = 1, then |^^(λ, μ)\ ̂  2.

(2.23) (Rowley [Lemma 4.2; 16]). Suppose (|G|, | A\) = 1, LM Φ
ML, 2£μ and CL{a) ^ X where |<α>| is a prime and aeZ{Af. Then
either Y^ CM(a) or Oμ(LY) Φ 1.

In certain situations that we shall encounter, the following result
is indispensable.

(2.24) (Rowley). Assume that (|G|, | A\) = 1. If B is a subgroup
of A for which Cβ(S) is soluble, then CG(B) does not contain a Sylow
2-subgroup of G.

Proof. If CG(.B) were to contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then,
by [(2.28); 16], (G, A) would not satisfy Hypothesis I. Thus (2.24)
holds.
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Let L and M be two proper A-invariant subgroups of G (not
necessarily nilpotent Hall subgroups). We define &*L(M) to be the
largest A-invariant subgroup of L which is permutable with M.

(2.25) ( i ) &*L(M) = (Lι\L1 is an A-invariant subgroup of L
permutable with M>.

(ii) ,^L{M) — (LL\L1 is a subgroup of L permutable with M).

Proof. ( i ) This is immediate from the definition of
(ii) Let &*!XM) denote the right hand side of the equation in

(ii). Clearly, from (i), &*L(M) ̂  &*[(M). Since L and M are both
A-invariant, we observe that .^[(M) is A-invariant and plainly per-
mutes with L. Thus &'L(M) ^ &\{M), and (ii) is proven.

The penultimate result of this section plays a vital role in manu-
facturing (interesting) subgroups of G.

(2.26) (Rowley [(2.29); 16]). Suppose G possesses an A-invariant
Hall 7Γ-subgroup, H say, and let L and M be proper A-invariant
subgroups of G with (|L|, \M\) = 1. Then either M&>L(M) - G or
the A-invariant Hall ^-subgroup of &*L{M) is .^π

(2.27) Suppose G is a group and let L and M be subgroups of
G with LπM — 1. If Mlf , Mf are subgroups of Meach of which
permutes with L, then L permutes with Πί=i ^

Proof. Suppose / = 2, and let I e L and meM1f] M2. Then
m1l1 = Im ~ m2l2 for some llf l2e L and some m, e Mi (i = 1, 2). So
m2

1mι = Ẑ f1 G ikf Π1/ = 1. Hence lt = ϋ2 and ra2 = m2 e Mx n M2. There-
fore L and M1f]M2 permute. An easy induction now completes the
proof of the lemma.

3* The *Star-subgrouρ\ We begin by giving the definition of
the 'star-subgroup'.

DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose G is a finite group admitting the auto-
morphism a. Let H be an a-invariant subgroup of G and let </3)
be a subgroup of (a). Then set H?β> = (CH(βj)\l ^ j < |</3>|> ('the
star-subgroup of H with respect to </?>')•

That in, H*β> is defined to be the subgroup of H which is generated
by the fixed-point sets (in H) of the nontrivial powers of β. When
(βy = (ay and there is no possibility of confusion, H*a> will be written
as just H*.
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REMARK. We may rephrase (2.8) as follows:- suppose G is a
finite group admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism a of square-
free order and let P denote the α-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G.
If P* = 1, then P is a direct summand of G.

In Lemma 3.3, after a further definition, we collect together
some elementary properties of the 'star-subgroup'.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be a group admitting a fixed-point-free
automorphism a, let H be an α-invariant subgroup of G and let
/3 6<α>. Then H is said to be star-covered with respect to (β) if
only if for each α-invariant subgroup K of H, K = if<*>.

Again, when (β) — (a), and confusion is unlikely, H will just
be referred to as being star-covered. Observe that, if H is an a-
invariant subgroup of G which is star-covered with respect to </3>,
then all α-invariant subgroups of H are, likewise, star-covered with
respect to </3>.

LEMMA 3.3. Let G, a, H and β be as defined in Definition 3.1.
( i ) H*β> is an a-invariant subgroup of G.
(ii ) If K is an a-invariant subgroup of H, then K*β) ^ H*β).
(iii) If <τ> ^ </3>, then Htr> £ iϊ<%.
(iv) J?δ>=<C i r(7)|τeX?1« iS»*>.
( v ) Suppose Ω^β}) is of order rly , rm (where rt is a prime,

l<Li<>m) and for j = 1, , m, let βd denote an element of Ω^β})
of order τ5. Then Htβ> - (CH(βό)\j = 1, , m>.

(vi) // (\H\, \(β}\) = 1 and N is an a-invariant normal sub-
group of H, then (H/N)fβ> - (H*β)N)/N.

(vii) Suppose that (\H\, | (β} |) = 1 and that N is an a-invariant
normal subgroup of H. If both H/N and N are star-covered with
respect to (β) then H is star-covered with respect to

Proof. Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) follow from the definition of the
star subgroup.

(iv) Since, for each j (1 ^ j < \ (β) |), </3'> ΠΛi«/3» Φ 1, Jϊ<% ^
(CII(7)\ΎeΩί((β)y) {^Htβ>) whence (iv) follows.

( v ) Let 7 6 Ω£($»*. Then (βk) ^ <7> for some k e {1, , m}.
Now (v) follows from (iv).

(vi) Let bars denote images in H/N. As (\H\, \(β)\) = 1, by
(2.3)(iii), CH(βj) = Cn(βi) for all i, 1 £j< \ (β) |, and so it follows that
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(vii) Let K be an α-invariant subgroup of H. Since H is star-
covered with respect to </3>, (Kf)N)?β> = KΠN. Now KN/N =
K/KΓ\N (and this isomorphism commutes with the a action). Thus,
since H/N is star-covered with respect to </3>, (K/KΓ\N)?β> = K/KΓ\N.
By (vi) (K/KnN)tβ> - ((K?β>)(KΓ\N))/K(~)N and so K = K?β> (because
K*β> ^ KΠN). Therefore H is star-covered with respect to (β).

For Lemma 3.4 and its corollary, and Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, (G, A)
will be assumed to be a pair which satisfies Hypothesis I with
A{— <α>) cyclic and, furthermore, the following additional properties
are assumed to hold:-

( i ) π is a subset of π(G) for which ak = β acts fixed-point-
freely upon all α-invariant ττ-subgroups of G (that is, CG(β) is a π'-
subgroup); and

(ii) peπ with (p, \(β) |) = 1.
Also, P will be used to denote the α-invariant Sylow ^-subgroup of
G.

LEMMA 3.4. If R is a nontrivίal a-ίnvariant p-subgroup of G
containing P<*>, then (NG(R))S ^ (NG(P))π.

Proof. Choose R maximal with respect to the following prop-
erties.

(1) β is an α-invariant p-subgroup;
( 2) R ^ R; and
( 3 ) (NG(B))X £ (NG(R))π.

Clearly, there exists at least one such R.
Since R is nontrivial, because Hypothesis I holds for (G, A),

NG(R) is a proper α-invariant subgroup of G and therefore must be
soluble. Hence K/R is soluble, where K — (NG(R))π.

As (p, I </3> I) = 1, (NP(R)/R)fβ> - 1 by Lemma 3.3 (vi) and so, from
(2.9), NP(R)JR^K/R since K admits β fixed-point-freely. Thus
NP(R) ^ K which, together with (3), implies that

(NG(R))π £ (NG(R))π = K^ (NG(NP(R)))X .

Since NP(R) also satisfies (1) and (2), NP(R) = R by the maximal choice
of R. Consequently P = £ and therefore (NG(R))π ^ (NG(P))π.

We have the immediate

COROLLARY 3.5. If R is a nontrivial a-invariant p-subgroup
of G containing P<% m£fc </5> = <^>, Λ̂ew NG(R) ^ NG(P).

LEMMA 3.6. Suppose A(= (a)) is of square-free order and let
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R be a nontrivial a-ίnvariant p-subgroup containing P*β>. Then,
setting K = NG(R)Λ{P],

( i ) [P, L] = [R, L] ^ R, where L is any a-invariant subgroup
ofK;

(ii) Cκ(Pΐβ>) - CK(P); and
(iii) (C0(P*))pr = (CG{P))P, {recall that P* means P<*>).

Proo/. ( i ) From Lemma 3.4, L ^ (NG(P))π ^ NG(P). Now /3
acts fixed-point-freely upon L and P<*> ̂  R, and so applying (2.14)(ii)
to PL, yields that [P, L] ^ #. By (2.3)(vii) (with L as a coprime
operator group on P) [P, L] — [R, L].

(ii) If P<% = 1, then the result is obvious from (2.8). So we
may suppose that P<*> Φ 1. Applying part (i) with R — P<*> and
L = Cκ(P?β>) yields that

[P, Cκ(P?β>)] = [P<%, Cr(P<%)] = 1

which, together with CK(P) ^ ^(P^)), gives CK(P) = Cκ(Pfβ>).
(iii) This follows from (ii) with π = ττ(G) (since α acts fixed-

point-freely on G).

We note the following

LEMMA 3.7. If L is an a-invariant nilpotent Hall X-subgroup
of G with λ£7Γ, then analogues of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 holds.

LEMMA 3.8. Let (G, A) be a pair satisfying Hypothesis I with
A(= (a}) cyclic. Moreovery suppose that \A\ is square-free and that
H is an a-invariant subgroup of G upon which β( e A) acts fixed-
point-freely. Let P denote the a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of H
and set M = Op,(H). If (p, | (β) |) = 1, then [P, M] = [P<%, M].

Proof. Since [P<%, M] ^ [P, M], it will be sufficient to establish
the reverse inclusion. Let R be an α-invariant p-subgroup which is
maximal (under inclusion) subject to containing P<*> and satisfying
[R, M] ^ [P<%, M]. From (2.3)(i) M = CM(R)[R, M]. Now, from
Lemma 3.6(ii), CM(NP(R)) = CM(Pΐβ>) - CM(R) since NP(R) ^R^ P<%.
So M= CM(R)[R, M] = CM(NP(R))[R, M]. Because [R, M] is ΛΓP(i2)-
invariant by (2.3)(vi), employing (2.3)(ix) yields that [NP(R), M] ^
[R, M]. Hence [NP(R), M] ^ [P<%, ikί] and so, by the choice of i2,
NP(R) = JS. Therefore P = R, and the lemma follows.

LEMMA 3.9. Suppose G is a soluble group admitting the auto-
morphism a fixed-point-freely and suppose \ (a) | is square-free.
Let P denote the a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G and assume
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(P, \ (a) !) ~ l If K ^ α '^ a-invariant p''-subgroup of G 'normalized
by P*,

Proof. Set G = G/OP>(G) and use the usual 'bar notation'. By
Lemma 3.3 (vi), (P)* = (P*) (since (p, \(a)\ = 1). Hence

Since if normalizes (OP(G))*, applying (2.14)(ii) to OP(G)^ yields that
[Op(G),_lΠ ^ (<\(G))* and hence [OP(G\ K] = [[OP(G\ K], K] - 1. Now
CG(OP(G)) ^ OP(G) by a result of Hall and Higman (see Theorem 6.3.2.
of [6]) and hence K = 1. Thus K ^ (V(G).

Suppose, for the remainder of this section, that G is a group
admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism a of square-free order
i\ rn (where rt is a prime, i = 1, •••,%). Set /ί = {1, •••,%}.

For each ί e Λ, a, will denote a generator of the Sylow ^-sub-
group of (a) (so ay- — 1).

We now make a further definition.

DEFINITION 3.10. Let P be an α-invariant Sylow £>-subgroup of
G where peπ(G). Then P is said to be of type Γ (where Γ is a
subset of A) if and only if ίe Γ implies Pa. φ 1 and i g Γ implies
P^ = 1 (recall that P,. stands for CP(α,)).

REMARKS. ( i ) If P is an α:-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G
of type Γ (where ΓQΛ), then P>:: = (Pa.\ίeΓ).

(ii) If (G, <α>) also satisfies Hypothesis I, then (2.8) shows
that G can have at most 2n — 1 possible types of α-invariant Sylow
subgroups.

LEMMA 3.11. Let P and Q denote {respectively) the a-invariant
Sylow p- and q-subgroups of G with p Φ q. Suppose P is of type
Γ (where Γ £ A) and set 7 = ΐlieΓa% (for Γ — 0 we make the conven-
tion 7 = UieΦ at = le <α». Then [P, CQ(Ύ)] = 1.

Proof. This will be done by induction on \(a)\. First observe,
by (2.2)(i) and (2.8), that we may assume n > 1 and Γ Φ <ρ.

Let j e Γ. Since CG(aj) admits αx ad-t ai+ι a% = β fixed-
point-freely and \(β}\ < \(a}\, we deduce that CG(aj) satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma. Now (by (2.1)(iii)) CP(a5) is the α-in variant
Sylow p-subgroup of CG(a5) and hence must also be the (unique) β-
invariant Sylow p-subgroup of CQ(aά) (see (2.1)(ii)). Likewise CQ(aό)
is the /3-invariant Sylow g-subgroup of CG(aj). With respect to β,
CP(a3) will be of type Δ where ΔQΓ\{j}. Set δ = Y[iej(Xi. Then we
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have [CP{a3), CCqlΛitf)\ = l Now

= CQ(aj)f](ΠCβ(aί))
ieΔ

= OΠ( Π Cβ{at))

Thus, for each j e Γ, [CP(aά\ Cρ(τ)] = 1. Consequently [P*, Q>(τ)] = 1.
Choose D to be a maximal (under set theoretic inclusion) a-

invariant subgroup of P containing P* which centralizes CQ(j). Set
N= NG(D), N= N/D and use the 'bar notation'. If (p, |<α>|) - 1,
then, since P* ^ D, Np(D)* = 1 by Lemma 3.3 (vi). Thus iVP(J9) is
a direct summand of N by (2.8) whence 1 = [[NP(D), CQ(y)], CQ(y)] =
[iVp(jD), Cρ(τ)] Therefore NP(D) = D and hence P = D. This
shows that [P, CQ(y)] = 1 when (p, | <α> |) = 1. Now suppose that
(p, ] <α> I) =5̂  1 and, for convenience, we assume p = rx. Observe that
((iSΓP(Z?))βl)<*2...αn> = 1 and so (NP(D))ai is a direct summand of (ΛΓ)αi

by (2.8). From a well-known property of 39-groups, leΓ and so

Cρ(τ) ^ (JV)αi. Hence, if E denotes the inverse image of (NP(D))ai

in NP(D), [E, CQ(y)] - [[E, CQ(y)], CQ(y)] = 1. Therefore E=D and
so we conclude that NP(D) = 1. Consequently P = D and so
[P, CQ(T)] = 1 in this case as well.

DEFINITION 3.12. Let Γ be a subset of Λ. Then define

L = < P | P is an α-invariant Sylow subgroup of G of type (Λ\Γ)}

and

(Lj I all subsets Δ oί Λ with J 2 Γ ) .

Set τrΓ = π(LΓ) and πΓ =
For ieΛ we shall write c5^i}, Iί i t }, ττ{,} and τr{i} as (respectively)

jSft, L^ πt and π f, and Lφ will be denoted by Lo.

REMARKS. ( i ) If Γ is a subset of A, then (LΓ)α< = 1 for all
ίeΓ.

(ii) If Γ and zί are subsets of Λ, then JQΓ implies that

LEMMA 3.13. Suppose (G, (a)) satisfies Hypothesis II and let Γ
be a subset of Λ. Then

( i ) for each ieΛ, JS^ is a nilpotent a-invariant Hall subgroup
of G;
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(ii) if Γ Φ 0 , fjtfr is a nilpotent a-invarίant Hall subgroup of
G; and

(iii) [:^% (CG(δ))r] = 1 where η = (τfΓ)', 8 = Ihe.a, and Δ = A\ί\

Proof. ( i ) Clearly (because of (2.2)(i)) we may suppose n > 1
and, without loss of generality, we set i — 1. Let P and Q be,
respectively, (nontrivial) α-invariant Sylow p and g-subgroups of G
such that Paι = Qαi = 1 with p Φ q. Suppose P and Q are, respec-
tively, of type Δ and Γ and set 8 = Hiej^i and 7 = I L e r ^ Note
J,Γ£{2, . . .,^}.

To establish (i) of the lemma, it will be sufficient to show that
[P, Q] = 1. This may be achieved by demonstrating the existence
of an α-invariant {p, #}-subgroup H1 for which P'Γ\Hι Φ 1 Φ QΠH,.
Then, if H is a maximal α-invariant {p, g}-subgroup of G containing
H19 H is nilpotent since Hai = 1. As Hypothesis II holds, NG(Pf]H)
is soluble. Hence (Nβ(PnH))[p,gi - NP(PΠH)NQ(PΠH) ^ H and the
maximality gives NP(PΓ\H) ^ H which implies NP(PΠH) = PnH.
Thus P <; H, and, similarly, Q ̂  H whence [P, QJ = 1, as desired.

If ΔΠΓ Φ 0 , then we may take Hλ = Pα iOΛ i = (CG(a5)),v,q] where
iGJnr.

So we may suppose that ΔΓ)Γ = 0 . From Lemma 3.11 we have
[P, (Gδ)p>] = [Q, (Gr)q>] = 1. Since ΔΓ)Γ = 0 , we infer that CG(jδ) is
a {p, g}'-subgroup of G. Now Hypothesis II requires that G be a non-
soluble group and, since | (yδ) \ ̂  r2 rn < \ (a) |, again by Hypoth-
esis II (actually Hypothesis I (iv)) {Gs)p> Π (Gr)q, = CG(jδ) Φ 1. Taking
i?i = (NG(CG(7δ)))ιP,q] in this case, completes the proof of (i).

(ii) Since Jifι ^ 2^ for some ieΛ, (ii) is an immediate con-
sequence of (i).

(iii) If P is the α-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of jχfΓ, then P
will be of type Ψ where Ψ^Δ. From Lemma 3.10 [P, (Gr)p>] = 1
where 7 = Πter^ΐ Since Ψζ^Δ, Gδ ̂  Gr and now (iii) follows.

We next give a result concerning Sylow subgroups of type Γ
when n = 3.

LEMMA 3.14. Let P and Q be (respectively) the a-invariant Sylow
p- and q-subgroups of G with p, q e π(G) and p Φ q. If P and Q
are both of type Γ and n = 3, then there exists a nontrivial a-
invariant p-subgroup P1 of P* and a nontrivial a-invariant q-
subgroup Qλ of Q* such that [Pu Qλ] — 1.

Proof. First suppose that at least two of CP(aιa^), Cpia^)
and CP(a2a3) are nontrivial. Suppose Cpia^a^ Φ 1 Φ Cpia^). Since
C^a^ and GG{axaz) are both nilpotent, either the lemma holds or
Q(α,α:2) = 1 = Cqia^). But the latter possibility yields, by (2.8),
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that [Cpia^, Cq{a^\ — 1. Therefore we may suppose that Cpia^) =
1 = Cp{axaz), Again, by (2.8), [CP(aύ, Cq(a$\ — 1> a n ( i s o t h e lemma
is proved.

REMARK. We note that Lemma 3.14 does not hold for n ^ 4.

In § 7 we shall specialize to the case | (a) \ = rxr2rz\ from that
section onwards we shall employ the following additional notation.

a,

n
= P> a2 =

r 2 =

σ

s

and

and n
= τ
= t .

(So pr = σs = τ% = 1.)
If i, jeΓ = {1, 2, 3} with i ^ j , then L u ,y} and τrU)iί will be

written (respectively) as Lti and πijm

Therefore

^ i p — 1 9 LΊO =5̂  1 ^ ^ i Γ

L 3 r - 1 , LZpΦlΦ L Z r

•^13^ — -^i3 Γ — 1 ^ L13a

and

Also, ^ = LtL12L1Zf ^f2 = L2L12L2s and ^ = LSL13L2S.

In this new notation Lemma 3.12(iii) asserts that

4 J
The unique α-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G will be denoted

by T.

4* Soluble groups admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism*
In Theorem 4.4, the main objective of this section, a type of structure
theorem is established for a soluble group admitting a fixed-point-
free automorphism which involves star-subgroups of certain sub-
groups of the soluble group. Some consequences of this structure
theorem will also be discussed.

DEFINITION 4.1. i is said to be a non-Fermat number if and
only if

( i ) I is a positive integer; and
(ii) there does not exist an integer m, m ^ 1, such that 2W + 111.

We remark that there exist infinitely many non-Fermat numbers
which are square-free.
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Before stating the first lemma of this section, which contains
the bulk of the work in proving Theorem 4.4, we recall that a group
of automorphisms A (of a group G) is said to act regularly on G if
all the nontrivial elements of A act fixed-point-freely upon G. In
Lemma 4.2 we shall use additive notation for modules.

LEMMA 4.2. Suppose G — PA where P is a normal p-subgroup
of G (p a prime) and A = (α> is cyclic with its order a {2, p}'-
number. Let V be an FqG-module which is faithful for G (Fg denotes
the finite field of q elements, q a prime) with {q, \G\) = 1. Further,
assume

( i ) P has a nontrivial a-invariant section upon which <α>
acts regularly; and

(ii) if p = 2, then either \ (a) \ is a non-Fermat number or P
is abelian.
Then Cvioc) Φ 0.

Proof. Assume the result is false and choose G and V to be a
counter-example to the lemma, subject to \G\ + dimFg Vbeing minimal.
Thus Cv(a) — 0. Note that a positive integer divisor of a non-Fermat
number is also itself a non-Fermat number.

Suppose F is a field which contains a copy of Fq. Then it is
well known and easy to show that

dimFq (Cv(a)) = dimF(C{F®FqV)(a))

and so C{F®FqV)(a) — 0. Thus, for the remainder of the proof of this
lemma we shall assume V to be a vector space over F where F is
a field containing a copy of Fq and which is algebraically closed.

By hypothesis, there exists α-invariant subgroups Y and Z of
P such that Z^Y and the induced action of <α> upon Y/Z is
regular. Clearly AY and V satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma
and so, if Y Φ P, Cv(a) Φ 0 since \AY\ < \G\, contrary to the choice
of G and V. Thus Y = P. Furthermore, it may be deduced that
Y/Z (= P/Z) has no nontrivial proper α-invariant subgroups. For,
suppose that Y1 is a subgroup of P containing Z for which YJZ is
a proper nontrivial α-invariant subgroup of Y/Z, then, as the hy-
potheses of the lemma hold for AYt and V ((a) acts regularly on
YJZ), it may be asserted that Cv(a) Φ 0. Thus there does not exist
any such Y19 as claimed. Hence P/Z is an elementary abelian p-group
and so, in particular, φ(P) <- Z. In fact φ(P) = Z. Suppose other-
wise, and let bars denote images in P/φ(P) = P. Since (\{(x)\, p) — 1,
appealing to Mashke's theorem (see, for example, [Theorem 3.3.1; 7])
gives that P = Z x Zι where Zγ is an α-invariant subgroup of P.
Let Zx denote the inverse image of Zv in P. Then Zλ is a proper
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α-invariant subgroup of P which has <α> acting regularly upon
ZJZ( = Zλ Φ 1). Again, because of the minimal choice of G and V,
we obtain Cv(a) Φ 0 which is untenable. Hence φ(P) = Z, as as-
serted.

We next observe that the minimal choice of G and V forces V
to be an irreducible FG-module. If V were not an irreducible FG-
module, then use of Maschke's theorem gives V = E/i© £/2φ 0 Ud

where each Ut is an irreducible FG-module and d > 1. Since G acts
faithfully upon V and P is nontrivial (by assumption (i)), there exists
at least one Uό for which P ^ ker U, . In view of P/φ(P) being ir-
reducible under the action of <α>, PΠ ker Uό ^ Φ(P). Consequently

[«α> Πker Uo), P] ^ Pnker Us ^ ψ(P) ,

and so the fact that <α> is regular upon P/φ(P) demands that (a) Π
ker U3- = 1. Therefore ker U, ^ P and so ker Uά ^ φ(P). Since
dim^ Uj < dim^ V and the pair G/ker U3 and Ud satisfy the lemma's
hypotheses, we may infer that CUβ{a) Φ 0, against the supposition
Cv(a) = 0. Therefore V is an irreducible FG-module.

Let D be a nontrivial abelian normal p-subgroup of G. Then,
an appeal to Clifford's theorem (see [Theorem 3.4.1; 7]) yields that
V\D= F x © © Vd where each F* is itself the direct sum of ir-
reducible jFΌ-modules which are pair wise isomorphic (as FD-moάules).
The Vi are normally referred to as the Wedderburn components of
V (with respect to D). For each g eG, the mapping mg: Vi H-> V& —
{^1^6 Vi} is a permutation upon the set of Wedderburn components
of V (with respect to D). Morerver, this permutation representa-
tion of G (that is, m: g H^ mg) upon the set of Wedderburn components
of V (with respect to D) is transitive.

The aim of the ensuing analysis is to show that the number of
Wedderburn components of V with respect to D is one. So we shall
suppose d > 1, and argue for a contradiction. Since d > 1, we may
regard V as being 'induced up' from a proper subgroup of G. More
explicitly, if {1, g2, , gd) is a set of right coset representatives of
the stabilizer of Vx in G (in the permutation representation) on the
Wedderburn components), then V = "^(x) V1g20 (8) Vxgd and so
V = V?.

Since the act of 'inducing up a module' is transitive (see [Theorem
4.4.4; 7]), we may suppose that V= Uσ where U is an iϊ-submodule
of V and H is a maximal subgroup of G. We now consider two
cases depending on whether P ^ H or P ^ H.

Suppose that H contains P. Then clearly H=P(Hf)A) and
[G: H] is a prime number. Since P ^ G , ker U cannot contain P
(otherwise P ^ ker V; see [Theorem 4.4.3; 7]) and thus P(Ί ker U S P.
From
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[ker 17 n (HΓiA), P] ^ ker J7Π P S P

we may infer (using the regularity of A upon P/φ(P) and the fact
that φ(P) (ker Un P) = P implies P=ker UnP) that ker Un(Hf]A) = l.
Thus ker U S P Hence Cσ(HπA) Φ 0 by applying induction to the
pair iϊ/ker U and U. Because [G: H] is a prime it now follows
(from the definition of the action of G on the induced module) that
Cv(a) Φ 0 also.

Now we consider the case when H does not contain P. Replacing
H by Hβ, (g e G) if necessary, and U with U°, the conjugate module,
(UG and (U°)G will be isomorphic jPG-modules) we may assume that
H=(PpiH)(ApiH). Then, if A£H, we have HS P(AθH)SG
which contradicts the maximality of H. Thus A :£ H and this, we
claim, implies that PΓ\H = φ(P). For, by the irreducibility of A on
P/Φ(P), either (PnH)φ(P) = P o r PΓ\H^φ(P). The former gives
P= PΓ\H by a well-known property of ©(P), and so Pf)H <^ φ(P)
holds. Therefore

H = (Pn fl")(ίίn A) ̂  φ(P)(Hf]A) Φ G ,

whence Pf]H = φ(P) by the maximality of if. Let g e P\φ(P) and
set 01 = {̂ α = a~ιga\ae A — (oc)}. It is asserted that gΛ is contained
in a set of right coset representatives for φ(P) in P. Clearly, it
will be sufficient to show that, if glfg2£gΛ with giιg2eφ{P), then
gi = g2. So let gl9g2egΛ with gϊ^eφiP). Since g2 = gΐ for some
α e i , fifΓ1^? = ^Γ1^ e φ(P). By choice, βr $ φ{P) and so ̂  g φ{P). Thus
α = 1 by the regularity of A upon P/φ(P). Hence gz = gΐ = gίf as
required. Now a complete set of right coset representatives for
φ(P) in Pis, at the same time (because Hf]P = Φ(P))9 a complete set
of right coset representatives for H in G. By choosing a complete
set of right coset representatives for φ(P) in P containing gA for
some g e P\φ(P) and using the fact that a e H and <α> acts regularly
upon gΛ it may be verified, using the definition of UG (= F), that
Cv{ά) Φ 0 in this case also.

Hence the objective of showing that d — 1 has been attained.
Consequently, since V\D is a direct sum of isomorphic PO-modules
and F is algebraically closed, by [Lemma 3.2.1; 7] D 'acts scalarly'
upon V and hence G = CG(D). A further inference from tZ = 1, using
[Theorem 3.2.3; 7], is that I? must be cyclic.

Therefore any characteristic abelian subgroup of P must be
cyclic, contained in Z(P) and centralized by A. In particular, P has
class at most 2 (otherwise there would exist a characteristic abelian
subgroup of P which is not contained in Z(P)). From the regularity
of A on P\φ{P), ([P, a]φ(P))/φ(P) = P/φ(P) for each aeA\ and so
[P, a] = P for all a e A\ This forces CP(a) ^ P ; for each aeA* for
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otherwise CP(a) S P' together with (2.3)(i) and (iii) applied to PjP'
would yield P Φ [P, a]. Thus A acts regularly upon P\Pr and hence
must act irreducibly upon P\Pf (if not then the minimal choice of
G and V would be contravened). So PjP' is an elementary abelian
p-group and hence φ(P) ^ P ' ^ Z(P) ^ CP(A) (Φ P). The irreduci-
bility of A on P/φ(P) forces φ{P) = P ' = Z(P) = CP(A). Let x,yeP.
Then (see [Lemma 2.2.2; 7]) [#, y]p = [#p, T/] = 1, since α?p e Z(P).
Hence Pf has exponent p as well as being cyclic, and so | P ' | = p.

We are now in a position to use (2.15). So (in the notation of
(2.15))

! ^ 3 E δμ ( δ = + l o r - l ) .

If § = + i , then Z|4 would contain the regular character of A as a
constituent which then yields that Cv(a) Φ 0. Thus δ = — 1. More-
over, (pm + 1)/\A\ > 1 would, again mean that 1\A has the regular
character of A as a constituent. Hence pm + 1 = |A|. Now |A| is
odd by hypothesis and so the only possibility is p = 2. Therefore
\A\ is not a non-Fermat number and P is not abelian, contrary to
Hypothesis (ii).

This is the final contradiction, and so we conclude that Cv(a) Φ 0.

REMARK. Results of a similar nature to Lemma 4.2 appear in
[2] (Theorem 5.1 (a)) and [18] (Theorem 4.1) and, in fact, our proof
of Lemma 4.2 could be abbreviated by appealing to these two results.

To facilitate the statements of our next results we introduce

Hypothesis 4.3. Suppose G is a soluble group admitting the
automorphism a fixed-point-freely. Let H and K denote, respec-
tively, the α-invariant Hall π- and π'-subgroups of G (π a set of
primes), and suppose </3) is a subgroup of (a) for which

( i ) Cκ(β) = 1; and
(ii) \(β)\ is odd and (|<£>UG|) = 1.

Further, if 2 e π, assume that either H is abelian or | </3> | is a non-
Fermat number.

THEOREM 4.4. Assume Hypothesis 4.3 holds. Then H/OK(G) is
star-covered with respect to (β).

Proof. Suppose the theorem is false, and let G be a counter-
example of minimal order. Since (|(?|, \(β) |) = 1, by Lemma 3.3 (vi)
and the minimal choice of G, Oπ{G) = 1. Thus, as the theorem is
supposed false, H is not star-covered with respect to </3) and so
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there exists an α-invariant subgroup, R, of H such that R Φ R*β}.
Clearly we may assume that R is a p-group for some p e π.

By a result due to Hall and Higman ([Theorem 6.3.2; 7])
CG{Oπ,, (G)) ̂  OAG). Thus Oπ(ROπ,(G)) = 1. Hence ROAG) Φ G would
imply, because of the minimal choice of G, that R is star-covered
with respect to </3>. Therefore, as R Φ jβ<%, ROπ,{G) = G. Suppose
that |ττ(CUG))| > 1 and let qeπ(Oπ,(G)). By (2.1)(v), there exists α-
invariant Hall {p, <?}- and g'-subgroups of G which (respectively) take
the form RQ and RQλ where Q and Qx are (respectively) the a-
invariant Hall q- and ^'-subgroups of Oπ>{G). Since ϋ?ζ> and RQλ are
proper subgroups of G we have that both R/CB(Q) and RICR{Qΐ)
are star-covered with respect to </3>. Because CG(Oπ,, (G)) ̂  Oπ>(G),
CB(Q)ΓίCΛm = l Consequently CR(Q) = (C^Q^^Q^/C^Q,) (and
this isomorphism commutes with a), and so CB(Q) is star-covered
with respect to (β). Applying Lemma 3.3 (vii) we conclude that R
is star-covered with respect to </3>, contrary to R Φ R*β>. Hence
we deduce that \π(OAG))\ = 1, and so G = ROq(G) (where g is a
prime number).

Observe that, as R Φ R?βy and (|G|, | </3> |) = 1, there exists a
nontrivial α-invariant section of R upon which </5> acts regularly,
namely R/ψ(R)R?β>. Note that, by [Theorem 5.1.4; 7], (β)R acts
faithfully upon Oq(G)/φ(Oq(G)). An examination of G yields that the
necessary hypotheses exist for an application of Lemma 4.2 with
A = </3>, P = J? and V = Oq(G)/φ(Oq(G)). Consequently Cv(β) Φ 1.
Hence, as (g, | </5> |) - 1, C0iHW(/9) ^ 1 by (2.3)(iii). However, Cκ(β) = 1
by hypothesis and so we have obtained a contradiction. Thus there
does not exist a counterexample to the theorem, so establishing the
theorem.

REMARKS. ( i ) Theorem 4.4 may be viewed as an extension of
results such as (2.13) and [Theorem 3.3; 14]. It may also be con-
sidered as a (weak) analogue of (2.3)(iv).

(ii) In Theorem 4.4 the presence of the fixed-point-free auto-
morphism is not strictly necessary.

(iii) The following example shows that the 'non-Fermat number'
assumption in Theorem 4.4 is necessary.

Let R denote a 2-group of order 26 with the following properties.
(For the existence and properties of such a group see [8]-actually
R is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of Z73(4).)

( i ) Z{R) = R' = φ(R) is a Klein four group;
(ii) R possesses an automorphism a of order 15 (set p — of and

σ == α3);
(iii) p acts fixed-point-freely upon R; and
(vi) CR(σ)
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Let xeZ(R). Then R = R/(x) is an extra-special group which
admits σ with CR(O) = Z(R). We claim that there exists an FqR
module U faithful for R, q £ {2, 3, 5}, and such that U extends to an
Fq(R(σ)) module with σ acting fixed-point-freely upon U. Let q g
{2, 3, 5} be a prime number such that Fq is a splitting field for (σ)R
and Fq contains a 5th root of unity. Let W be an irreducible
Fq{R{σ)) module faithful for R(σ). Since R(σ) has a unique minimal
normal subgroup, there exists such a W. Let F be the algebraic
closure of Fq9 and set WF = W®FqF. Then WF is an irreducible
F(R{σ)) module faithful for R(σ). Let X denote the character of
WF. By (2.15), since (pm - δ)/\A\ = (4 - <5)/5 must be an integer,
%\<σ> — P — f* where p is the regular character of (σ) and μ is some
irreducible character of <σ>. Let μ denote the inverse of μ in the
character group of <σ>. We may regard μ as a character of R(σ)
(note that μ takes values in Fq). Let M be an Fq(R(σ)) module
affording μ. If μ is the trivial character, then take U — W.
Otherwise take U = W ® F 9 M. Then [7 has the required proper-
ties.

So C7 may be considered as a module for R(σ} with ker U — (x}.
Set V = UB<a>. Since ker U^R(a), R{d) will be represented faith-
fully on V. Hence, setting G — RV, we have O2(G) = 1. It may
be checked that Cv(a) = 1 and so G admits a fixed-point-freely.
Further iϋ* = CB(σ) — Z(R) Φ R, and so G is an example of the
required type.

COROLLARY 4.5. Assume Hypothesis 4.3 holds and let R be an
a-ίnvariant subgroup of H. Then R = R*β>(Oπ{G) Π R) {and, in par-
ticular, H = H(%Oπ(G)).

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 3.3 (vi).

Typically, in the situations to which Corollary 4.5 will be applied
H will be an α-invariant nilpotent Hall subgroup and so, sometimes,
the following lemma will be of use.

LEMMA 4.6. Assume Hypothesis 4.3 holds. Moreover, suppose
H is nilpotent and R is an a-invariant subgroup of H which con-
tains Oπ(G). If (NH(R))fβ> ̂  R, then R = H.

Proof. From Corollary 4.5,

NH{R) = (NH(R))rβ>(NH(R)f]Oπ(G))
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and so R = NH(R). The fact that H is nilpotent forces R = H, as
desired.

The last result of this section gives a hint of the type of role
the 'star-subgroup' will play in global arguments.

LEMMA 4.7. Let (G, A) be a pair satisfying Hypothesis I with
A = (a) cyclic, \A\ odd and {\G\, \A\) = 1. Let P denote the a-
invariant Sylow p-subgroup of G, and assume that either p Φ 2 or
IAI is a non-Fermat number. Suppose H and K are two proper a-
invariant subgroups of G which contain P. // P is not star-covered,
then OP(H)Γ\OP(K) Φ 1.

Proof. Since H and K are α-invariant soluble groups, Corollary
4.5 applies to both H and K, and so P/OP(H) and PjOp{K) are both
star-covered. If Op(H)f)Op(K) = 1, then OP(H) s OP(H)OP(K)/OP(K)
whence OP{H) is star-covered. By Lemma 3.3 (vii) this implies P is
star-covered, contrary to the lemma's hypotheses. Therefore OP(H) Π
OP(K) Φ 1.

5* Elementary properties of pairs satisfying Hypothesis I*
Throughout this section, ((?, A) will assumed to be a pair satisfying
Hypothesis I. For the duration of this section L, M and N will
denote (respectively) A-invariant nilpotent Hall λ-, μ- and ^-subgroups
of G with λ, μ and η pairwise disjoint. Set &*L(M) = X and ^M(L)= Y.
Our first result contains some straightforward observations, which
will be of frequent use.

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose LM Φ ML and let βeA* with \ (β) \ a prime
number and | </3) \$Xl)μ.

(a) // Mβ ^ Y, then M — YCM([J, β]) for all A-invariant abelian
subgroups J of X. Moreover, if 2£λ, then M— YCM([X, β]).

(b) // Mβ ^ Y, then Z(L) f)X^Lβ.
(c) // Mβ ^ Y, 2 ί λ, [X, β] = X and | ^ ( λ , μ) \ = 2 then X = 1.
-For (d) αweZ (e) assume, additionally, that A is cyclic of square-

free order. Suppose y e A*.
(d) If M*y 5j Y, <7> is a μf-group and J is an A-invariant

subgroup of X for which Jr — 1, then M = YCM(J).
(e) If M*γ} ^ Y and <τ> is a (λ U μ)'-group, then

Proof, (a) Applying (2.14)(i) to Oμ(MX)J yields, since J nor-
malizes O^(ΛCf)n Γ ( ^ Oμ{MX)β), that

/ J , β])(Oμ(MX)Π Y) .

Now (2.20) gives M = YCM([J, β]). Similarly, it may be verified
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that M= YCM([X, β]) when 2gλ.
(b) Employing (a) with J = Z(L) Π X gives that M = YCM{[Z(L) n

X, /3]). Since Γ =£ ikf by hypothesis, ^ ( L ) f l l ^ L* must hold.
(c) From (a), M = FC^tfX, £]) - ΓC^X) whence, by (2.21)(vi),

X= 1.
(d) Using (2.14)(ii) on Oμ{MX)J and then employing (2.20) yields

(d).
(e) Suppose | <τ> | = rlt , rm (where the r< are prime numbers).

Then (using the notation of §3) (Z(L)f)X)?ry = ((Z(L)nX)ai\i =
1, , m> by Lemma 3.3 (v). Set # = [ • . - , [[Z(L) nX, α j , •], an].
Prom (2.3)(i) Z ( L ) ί l I = 2 x (^(I/)nI)? r ). Clearly Zfr> = 1 and, in
view of (d), we must have Z = 1 since Likf ^ ML. This proves (e).

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose L and M do not permute. Also, suppose
that B is a (X\jμY-group of A and that Oμ(LY) Φ 1. Then either

(a) [Oμ(MX)ΠY,B]Φl; or
(b)

Proof. Since Oμ(LY)(Oλ(LY)nX) ^ LYf)MX, Oμ(LY) = 1,
O^(LΓ) ^ 1 (by (2.20)) and 1/Γ ̂  MX, we see, because of (2.18), that
OX{LY) n l = l . By (2.21)(ii) F{XY) = Oμ(MX) f]Y= Oμ(XY). Thus
Cχγ(Oμ(MX)Π Y) ^ Oμ(MX)Π Y since XY is soluble (by (2.5)).

Now suppose that [Oμ(MX) Π Y, B] = 1 holds. Then, using (2.3)(x)
on J F , yields that

] ^ cxγ(θμ(MX) n r) ^

Thus [ I 7 , ΰ ] - [ [ I 7 , S ] , δ ] - l . By (2.21)(iv) CM(Y) ̂  Y
whence, since Y^ CM(B), M^ CM{B) by (2.3)(v).

Therefore, either [Oμ{MX) Π Y, B] Φ 1 or MX ̂  Cσ(J5) must hold.

LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that L and M do not permute. Further,
assume that A = <α> is a cyclic (λ U μ)1'-group of square-free order.
If Oμ(LY) Φ 1 and 2$μ, then X = 1.

Proof. We recall (see § 3) that a{ denotes a generator of the
Sylow r rsubgroup of <α> for each i e A — {1, , n) where | <α> | =
Tu " Ίrn (with each rt a prime).

By (2.22), ^ ( λ , μ) = {LF, MX}. Thus, since 6?α< is α-invariant
by (2.3)(vi), (Gai){χΌμ} is contained in at least one of L 7 and MX
(note that G Φ Ga. because of Hypothesis I (iv)). That is, for each
ieΛ, either Lai dX or Mai ^ Y. Set A = {ieΛ\La. ^ X} and set
Γ = {i e AI [O^ilίJT) Π Γ, α j = 1}. Also, let y = JlieΓ a, and let
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From Lemma 5.2, MX S Gai for each i e Γ, and so MX = (Gr){λ[jμ}.
Hence β acts fixed-poin-freely upon MX. Let ieΔ\Γ, then, since
2tμ, L = XCL([Oμ(MX)Γ) Y, a,]) by Lemma 5.1 (a).

Because i e Δ\Γ, [Oμ(MX) n Γf at] Φ1 whence, since | ̂ £(λ, j") | = 2,

^([O,(ikiX)nr, α j ) ^ Γ .

Thus, employing (2.3)(viii) (and setting N = NOμ[MX)(Oμ(MX) Π F))
yields that

Π F, αj) n Oμ(MX)

(for each ie/ί\Γ) .

Now AΓβ4 ^ Γ for all i ί Δ and so iV<% ̂  Yf]Oμ(MX) by Lemma
3.3 (v). Thus (N/Yf]Oμ(MX))fβ> = l by Lemma 3.3 (vi). Since X
normalizes both N and Yf]Oμ(MX), by applying (2.8) to the semi-
direct product X(N/Yf]Oμ(MX)) (recall that β acts fixed-point-free
upon MX) we obtain

N= CN(X)(Yf)Oμ(MX)) .

Now suppose that XΦl. Then C^(X) ^ Y since | ̂ T(λ, ^) | = 2.
Hence NOμ{Mz)(Qμ(MX)nY) = N= Oμ{MX)Π Γ which then yields that
Oμ(MX) d Y. In view of (2.20) and the assumption LM Φ ML this
is untenable.

Therefore we conclude that X ~ 1, so establishing the lemma.

REMARKS. The proof of Lemma 5.3 is capable of several varia-
tions. For example, by using Lemma 2.9 of [13] instead of (2.8) in
the proof of Lemma 5.3, we obtain the following which extends
[Corollary 3.13; 13].

LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that LM Φ ML and that A is an abelian
(λU μ)1-group of square-free exponent. If Oμ(LY) Φ 1 and 2 $ μ, then
X=l.

For Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 and Corollary 5.6 we assume that A is
an abelian (λ(jμ)'-group of square-free exponent.

LEMMA 5.5. If LMΦ ML, 2&μ and Lβ ^ X where /3eA# with
I (β) I β prime number, then either

( i ) Y^ Mβ; or
(ii) Lβ = X=l.

Proof. By combining Lemma 5.4 and (2.23).
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We single out a special instance of Lemma 5.5.

COROLLARY 5.6. Suppose LM Φ ML and let β e A* be such that
I (β) I is a prime number. If Lβ = 1, 2 g μ αwd! X =£ 1, £feew Y ^ Mβ.

LEMMA 5.7. Suppose that LMΦ ML. If Lβ = 1 where βeA*
with \(β)\ a prime number and 2&μ, then Y = NM(L).

Proof. Clearly NM(L) ^ Y. We proceed to show the reverse
inequality. From (2.13)(ii) LY has λ-length at most one. Thus
Y=Oμ{LY)NM{L).

If Oμ(LY) = 1, then the required conclusion follows. While
Oμ(LY) Φ 1 implies that X = 1 by Lemma 5.5 which in turn gives,
by (2.20), L = Oλ{LY)X = Oλ{LY). Hence, in this case also, we have
Y ^ NM(L). Now the lemma follows.

The remaining three results of this section are the so called
'triangle lemmas'. They play a fundamental role in connecting the
local and global situations that we shall encounter.

LEMMA 5.8. ('First Triangle lemma'). Let βeA* with \(β)\ a
prime number and \ (β) \ g λUμU^. Suppose that following hold:

( i ) L permutes with both M and N;
(ii) MNΦNM; and
(iii) N(ML) Φ G.

Then the following statements hold.
(a) If Mβ ^ &M(N)f then

Oμ(ML) = COμ{ML)([J,

for all A-invariant abelian subgroups J of L.
(b) If Mβ ^ &*M(N) and 2 g λ, then

Oμ(ML) = COμ(ML)([L,

(c) Suppose β e Z(A) and | ̂ t(μ, η) \ = 2. J/ ikζs <: &*M(N), then
either J ^ Lβ for all characteristic abelian subgroups J of Oλ(LN)
or at least one of

Oμ(ML) ^ &M(N) and Nβ ^

must hold.
Further, if 2 g λ, ίftew either Oλ(LN) ^ L^ or αί ieαsί one of

Oμ(ML) ^ ^(iSΓ) and Nβ

hold.
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For (d) and (e) we assume, additionally, that A = (ά) is cyclic
of square-free order. Let <7> be a (λU μ)'-subgroup of A.

(d) // Λf<*> ̂  &*M(N), then, for all a-invariant subgroups J of
L for which Jγ = 1,

(e) Suppose that M?r> ̂  ^ ( i V ) αwd ίfeαί L r = 1. If 2$μ, then
( i ) ikf = &M(N)CM(L); and
(ii) NN(J) ^ &N(M) for all nontrivial a-invariant subgroups

J of L.
(f) Suppose that Λf<*> ̂  έ^M(N) and that Lr = 1. 27&e?ι either

Oλ(LN) = 1 or 2 6 μ.

Proo/. Firstly, we observe that &*ML(N)NΦG since ^ML(N)N=G
forces (because of order considerations) G = (ML)N, contrary to
assumption (iii). By (2.26), &ML(N) - ^M(N)^L(N) - &>M(N)L.
Consequently L normalizes both Oμ(ML) and Oμ(ML)Π^M(N). Now
(a) and (b) follow by applying (2.14)(i), respectively, to Oμ(ML)J and
Oμ(ML)L. By using (2.14)(ii) upon Oμ(ML)J we also obtain (d).

We now proceed to establish (c). Let J be a characteristic
abelian subgroup of Oλ(LN) with [J, β] Φ 1. Employing part (a)
gives

Oμ(ML) = COμ{ML)([J, β])(Qμ(ML)n&M(N)) .

Since Nβ normalizes J, we have Nβ ^ NLN([J, β]) by (2.3)(viii).
Thus considering (NG([J, β])){μ[jV) in conjunction with the hypothesis
that \^t(μ, 37)1 = 2, we infer that either CM([J, β]) ^ &*M(N) or that
Nβ <̂  &N(M). Hence the first part of (c) follows; the second part
is established similarly (using (b) in place of (a)).

(e) By part (d) we have

Oμ{ML) - Coμ{M

Since, by hypothesis, 2&μ employing Corollary 4.5 (note Lβ = 1) gives

M = M?β>Oμ(ML) .

Thus

which gives (e)(i).
If NN{J) g£ &N(M) for some nontrivial α-invariant subgroup J

of L, then, since ^t{μ9 η) = {M&N{M)9 N^M(N)} by (2.22), NM(J) ^
&*M(N). In particular, CM(L) ^ &M(N) so forcing the untenable
M= &*M(N). Thus (e)(ii) holds.
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(f) Suppose that Oλ(LN) Φ 1. If, further, 2φμ, then (e)(ii)
would demand (with / = Oλ(LN)) that N ^ &>N(M)f a contradiction.
Hence (f) follows.

LEMMA 5.9. {'Second Triangle Lemma1). Let </9) be a cyclic
(λU μ)['-subgroup of A which is of square-free order. Assume that

( i ) MN Φ NM and LM Φ ML;
(ii) M&^&M{N)\ and
(iii) J is a nontrivial A-invariant subgroup of ^Z(N) such

that Jβ — 1 (here we have set Z = £PL(M)).
Then
(a) M = CM(J)&M(N)&>M(L); and
(b) if M^ MZ, then Λf = CM(J)^M(N).

Proof, (a) If it were the case that N^MZ(N) = G, then order
considerations would force L = Z = ^L{M) contrary to the supposi-
tion ML Φ LM. Hence, using (2.26), we have that &*MZ(N) =
&*M(N)<0*z(N)- Therefore J normalizes both Oμ{MZ) and Oμ(MZ)Π
&M(N) (^ Oμ{MZ)t») whence, by (2.14)(ii),

Oμ(MZ) -

Thus, using (2.20),

M = &

as required.
(b) Arguing as in part (a) we obtain

M= Oμ(MZ) = CM(J)(Mn&M(N)) =

and we have (b).

LEMMA 5.10. ('Third Triangle Lemma'). Let (β) be a cyclic
(λ U μ)'-subgroup of A which is of square-free order. Also assume

(i) NM Φ MN and LM Φ ML (set Z = &*L(M))\ and

(ϋ) M<%£&M(N).
Then the following statements hold.

(a) If J is a nontrivial A-invariant subgroup of &*Z(N) with
Jβ=^l and one of &*M(N) ^ 0*M(L) and 0*M(L) ^ &*M(N) holds, then
CM(J) £ &M(L) and CM(J) £ &M(N).

(b) If A is abelian of square-free exponent, Lβ — 1, J is a non-
trivial A-invariant subgroup of &*Z(N) and 2 g f£, then CM(J) ^

(c) If Z(L), = 1 and one of &*M(N) S &M(L) and
holds, then &Z(M.) Π Z(L) = 1.
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(d) // A is abelian of square-free exponent, Lβ = 1 and 2 $ μ,
then &*z(M)ΓiZ(L) = 1.

Proof, (a) By Lemma 5.9 (a), M = CM{J)^M{N)^M{L). Since,
by hypothesis, one of Λ ( L ) ̂  ^ ( Λ O and ^ ( i V ) ̂  ^ ( L ) must
hold and M does not permute with either L or M, it follows that
CM{J) £ &u(L) and GM{J) £ &M(N).

(b) In view of part (a), we may suppose that &M(JL) t/L ^M{N).
Since M(% £ ^M(N), this gives &*M(L) Φ ̂  (L)<% and so, since 2ίμ,
Corollary 4.5 dictates that Oμ(^M(L)L) Φ 1. From Lemma 5.4 (since
2$μ and LMφML), Z = &*L(M) = 1. However, by hypothesis
1Φ J^ &*Z(N) ̂  Z. This establishes (b).

(c) If Z{L) Π &Z{M) were nontrivial, then setting J = Z(L) Π
^z(M) would violate the conclusion of (a). Thus Z(L)Π&*Z(M) = 1.

(d) Likewise, (d) follows from the assertion contained in (b).

6* Normal ^-complements* This short section consists of
criteria for the existence of normal ^-complements in groups which
admit certain automorphism groups.

LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a finite group admitting a coprime auto-
morphism group A. If CG(A) contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G and
CG(A) = OP ,P(CQ(A)), then G = OP,,P{G).

Proof. Let R be a nontrivial subgroup of P where P 6 Sylp G
and P ^ CG(A) - C. From (2.3)(xii) NG(R) = NC(R)CG(R) and so
NG(R)ICG{R) = Nc{R)jCciR). Because C has a normal ^-complement,
NC(R)/CC(R) must be a p-group. Now a well-known results of
Frobenius ([Theorem 7.4.5; 7]) yields the desired conclusion.

Our next result will render valuable service in Part IV.

LEMMA 6.2. Suppose G is a finite group admitting the coprime
automorphism 7, which is of square-free order ru , rm (r< a prime
for i = 1, , m). Further, assume that the following hold:

( i ) G = TH where T is a ^-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G
and H is a ^-invariant Hall 2f-subgroup of G;

(ϋ) cG(7) = cτ(y);
(iii) Cτ(β) ̂  NT(H) for all β e <7>#;
(iv) NG(J(T)) and CG(Z(T)) both possess normal 2-complements;

and
(v) every finite group admitting a coprime fixed-point-free

automorphism of square-free order slf , sm (s4 a prime for i =
1, , m) is soluble.
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Then G has a normal 2-complement.

Proof. By induction upon |G|.

First we note that, for each p e π(G)\{2}, H contains all 7-invariant
p-subgroups of G. By (2.3)(xiii) this is equivalent to showing that
H contains all 7-invariant Sylow ^-subgroups of G, and, since CG(y) ^
NG(H) (by (ii) and (iii)), this follows from (i) and (2.3)(xiii). Similarly
we have that T contains all 7-invariant 2-subgroups of G. Con-
sequently, by (2.3)(xiii), K = (KnT)(KnH) for all 7-invariant sub-
groups K of G. Clearly K will also satisfy conditions (ii) and (iii)
with Kf]T and KnH in place of T and H. Also observe that 7-
invariant quotients of G will satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).
Hence we may assume that 02>(G) — 1.

We assert that, if G is soluble, then the conclusions of the lemma
hold. For [Corollary 1; 6] implies as CG(i) is a 2-group, that G =
NG(J(T))CG(Z(T))O2,(G). Then, by (iv) and [Theorem 8.1.1; 7], G has
a normal 2-complement. Therefore we may suppose G is not soluble.

We now argue that O2(G) = 1. Suppose O2(G) Φ 1, and let bars
denote images of subgroups of G in G/O2(G). Note that Tφ 1, for
otherwise J(T) ch T ^2 G implies that G has a normal 2-complement.
Therefore, since Z(T) Φ 1 Φ J(T), the inverse images in G of CG(Z(T))
and NG(J(T)) must be proper 7-invariant subgroups of G which contain
T and hence, by induction, will have normal 2-complements. Thus
NG(J(T)) and CG(Z(T)) possess normal 2-complements. Applying induc-
tion to G yields G — 02,2>>2(G), which implies, by [4], that G is soluble.
Hence O2(G) = 1.

So S{G) (the largest normal soluble subgroup of G) is trivial from
which we infer

(a) T is a maximal 7-invariant subgroup of G;
(b) Z(T)f]Nτ(H) = 1; and

(c) <W/9) = 1 for all /3e<7>*.
Suppose K is a proper 7-invariant subgroup of G containing T.

By induction K has a normal 2-complement and so 02<(K) = Kf}H.
Thus (KnHf = (KΓ\H)TH = (Kf]H)H ^H which forces (KnH)G rg
S(G) = 1. Hence K= T(KnH) = T and this proves (a). Now
(Z(T)f)Nτ(H))G ^ HNT{H) and so (Z(T) n NT(H))G ^ S(G) = 1, whence
(b) holds. By (iii) (c) follows from (b).

By supposition G is not soluble and so, from assumptions (ii)
and (v), Cτ(y) Φ 1. Let x be an involution in Cτ(y) and set C — CG{x).
Clearly C is a proper 7-invariant subgroup of G, and C=(CΠ T)(Cf)H).
By (c) and condition (ii) we have, using (2.8) upon Z(T)O2'(C),
[Z(T)9 O2,(Q] = 1 whence (a) dictates that O2,(C) = 1.

Suppose C has a normal 2-complement. Then CΓ\H = 02>{C) = 1
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and thus x(eNτ(H)) acts fixed-point-freely upon H. From (2.2)(i)
H is nilpotent and hence G is soluble by (2.5). Thus we conclude
that C cannot have a normal 2-complement. Therefore & Φ 0 ,
where & denotes the set of 7-invariant 2-subgroups 2\ of T such
that NQ(Tι) does not have a normal 2-complement.

Among the elements of ^ choose Tx such that the 7-invariant
Sylow 2-subgroup of JV = JV^TO has maximal order. We claim that
T ^ JV. Suppose otherwise; so R = Tf]N Φ T. Since Z(R) and J(j?)
are characteristic subgroups of R, NG(J(R)) and CG(Z(R)) (^ NG(Z(R))
will have normal 2-complements. Hence NN(J(R)) and CN{Z(R)) have
normal complements and therefore so too has N by induction. So
Γ ^ JV, as claimed. But then, by (a), T = JV and so Γxί 9f.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

In Part IV we shall also require the following variation of Lemma
6.2.

LEMMA 6.3. Suppose G is a finite group admitting the coprime
automorphism 7 of order st where s and t are distinct primes. Set
7* = o and 78 = T. Also suppose the following hold:

( i ) G = TH where T is a ^-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of G
and H is a ^-invariant Hall 2f-subgroup of G;

(ii) H = HJIi where H1 and H2 are ^-invariant nilpotent Hall
subgroups of H with Hlσ — 1 = H2τ;

(iii) CG(y) = CΓ(τ); °

(iv) To ^ Nr(H) and Tτ ^ NT(HJ; and
(v) NG(J(T)) and CG(Z(T)) both possess normal 2-complements.

Then G has a normal 2-complement.

Proof. By induction upon |G|. Npte that (iii) and (iv) imply
that CG(Ύ) = Cτ(y) ^ NT(H). As in Lemma 6.2 we may deduce that
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) hold for 7-invariant subgroups and
7-invariant quotients of G and thence that S(G) = 1, T is a maximal
7-invariant subgroup of G and Z(T)Γ\NT(H) = 1. Hence, from (iv),
Z(T)σ = 1. If Z(T)V Φ 1, then, since Tτ ^ NT(HJ and Hlσ = 1,
[Z(T\, ffj - 1 by (2.2)(i). But then T, ^ ^ Cβ(Z(Γ)r) ^ G forces
H, = l which implies, by (2.5), that G = S(G) - 1. Hence Z(Γ)<*r> = 1.
Since S(G) = 1, (2.2)(ii) guarantees CG(y) Φ 1 and so we may show
that G has a normal 2-complement by imitating the latter part of
the proof of Lemma 6.2.

LEMMA 6.4. Suppose G is a soluble group admitting the coprime
fixed-point-free automorphism a of square-free order rst (r, s and
t primes). Set p = ast, σ — art and τ = ars, and let H denote the
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a-invariant Hall π-subgroup of G. If Hp = HPσHPτ9 Ha = HPσHat and
Hτ = HPτHστ, then G has a normal π-complement.

Proof. Let P denote the α-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of H.
Then, by (2.3)(i) and (ix), PP = PPσPPτ, Pσ = PPoPoτ and Pτ = PPτPoτJ

and so it will be sufficient to prove the lemma with π = {p}.
Deny the result and let G be a counterexample of minimal order.

Note that the lemma's hypotheses hold for α-invariant subgroups of
G and α-invariant quotients of G. So OP>(G) = 1 by the minimal
choice of G. Hence CG(OP(G)) ^ OP{G) by [Theorem 6.3.2; 7], and we
conclude that G = OP(G)Q, where Q is the α-invariant Sylow #-sub-
group of G with q Φ p and Q possessing no nontrivial proper α-
invariant subgroups. Furthermore, the minimality of G together
with (2.3)(iii) implies that OP(G) is a minimal normal α-invariant
subgroup of G. Therefore OP(G) is an elementary abelian p-group
and COp{G)(Q) = 1.

From (2.10)(ii) we deduce that [09(G)P, QP] - [Op(G)σ, Qσ] =
[OP(G)T, QΓ] = 1. Moreover 09(G)* Φ 1 ^ Q* by (2.8). So we may
suppose Q̂  ^ 1. Since Q̂ , is α-invariant, Q = Qp and so OP(G)P ^
COp((H(Q) = 1. Consequently O,(G)* = OP{G\ - OP{G)T Φ 1. Hence Q, =
Qr = 1. So Q(στ) is a Frobenius group which is faithfully and
irreducibly represented upon OP(G). By a well-known result, this
representation when restricted to <oτ> contains the regular represen-
tation of (στ) and, under these circumstances, Op(G)σ = Op{G)τ cannot
hold.

Hence there does not exist a counterexample, and the lemma is
verified.
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